l°° Introduction.
According to the classical result by Wiener ~i~, [~ the regularity of a boundary point 0 for the Laplace equation in a domain ~cR n, n > 2 is equivalent to the divergence of the series k~--=l 2k(n-2)cap (C2_k\O) where Cf = {x~Rn: ~/2 ~ I xl f~} and cap is the harmonic capacity. Wiener's theorem was extended (sometimes only with respect to sufficiency) to different classes of linear and quasilinear second order partial differential equations ([3] -[i~ and others). However, results of this type for higher order equations seem to be unknown.
In the present paper we study the behaviour near a boundary point of solutions to the Dirichlet problem with zero boundary data for the equation /k2u = f, fE C~(~), ~ C Rno The proof covers only dimensions n = 4,5,6,7 (the case n<4 is not interesting). We show in particular that the condition ~=i 2k(n-4)caP2(C2 k\~) =~ , n = 5, 6,7, where caP2 is the so called biharmonic capacity, guarantees the continuity of the solution at the point O. This result follows from an estimate of the modulus of continuity. Such estimates, formulated in terms of the rate of divergence of Wiener's series were known only for second order equations (El~, [~, [~, ~) . In the last section we obtain some pointwise estimates for the Green function G(x,y) of the Dirichlet problem for /k2 valid without any restrictions on the boundary 9~.
In particular it is proved that IG(x,y) j ~ clx-yJ 4-n where n = 5,6,7 and c is a positive constant depending only on no
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2 ° . Preliminaries and definitions° Let lq denote an open subset of Euclidean space R n with a compact closure ~ and a boundary B~'/ • Let 0 be a point of ~ and B~ = { .x'Jxl < ~}, C~ = B~>B~ /2" We denote by c, ci,.o° positive constants dependlng only on n and write ~Z~= {~-Z/~x~l ... ~x~n}, ~71 = V. We consider only real functions.
02
Let W2 (~) be the closure of the space C~(i-~)~ in the norm IIV2u II L2(._O_. ) .
We introduce the biharmonic capacity of a compact e with respect to an open domain G, GDe: caP2(e;G) = inf {flV2ul 2 dx: uCCg(G), G = I in a neighbourhood of e } u 
Proof° Let (r,a)) be the spherical coordinates with the center p and let G denote the image of i'/ under the mapping x--) (t,~)) where t = -log r. Since r2Au = r2-n(r B/S r) [rn-2(r~/~ r)u] + ~ u where ~ is the Beltrami operator on the unit sphere S n-I we get for the function v(t,OJ) = u(x) r2Z~u = vtt -(n-2)v t + ~ v = Lv.
Consider first the case n ~4o By a simple computation
The following identities are also obvious:
After integrating by parts we rewrite (6) as (7) f{vt~t÷
Using the former variables (r,~) we obtain f 2 2 (Va~Ur)2+2 n-4 (V~u)2+ (7-n)(n-3) u;S dx
This completes the proof of (2) for n = 5,6. In the case n = 7 one can use the inequality f2 dxz-j2 dE Urr rn-4
Ur rn-2 which is a corollary of the one-dimensional inequality f w(r)2r dr ~-f w'(r)2r (3) dr. 0 0 Now let n = 4. We have (4) and (5) we rewrite (8) in the form
G and integrating by parts, we get
This identity together with the following easily checked one
The proof is complete° Lemma i fails for n -~ 8. Indeed, let the function depend only on r = I x-pl . Then (see [7]) u~C~ (Qkp) c(n)f~u(x,o~(U(X) P(x-p)) dx= a)n/V{t dr-c yv{ dt where v(t) = u(e-t)o Therefore the estimate (2) 
B2f-l\Bt-1
Setting here p = qlqr2~ x = yly1-2 we obtain the estimate 414). 5 ° Local estimates in terms of capacity. Lemma 3. Let 4~-n~7 and let the function u~W 2 satisfy the equation A2u = 0 in ~l OB2~ o Then for all points p E B~/ 2 
..Q OC2~ ' 4"'[" _0.,"]C2~
Noting that ~ -~ clx-pl, P(x-p) ~-c~ 4-n for x~C2~ , p~B~/2 and using Corollary 1 we complete the proof. 
is a bounded function, the estimate (17) is equivalent to Using simple properties of the biharmonic capacity (see for example [15] ) we obtain (16) from the last estimate. 6o° Re~ularit~ of a boundar~ point. We say that a point Og~ o2 is regular for the biharmonic operator if the solution ugW2 (~ ) of the equation A2u = f with an arbitrary right hand side from C~ (~) is continuous at O. Theorem 1. P(x-p) dx
